HVAC
System Optimization

Join the Revolution of HVAC
System Optimization
Reduce Costs & Increase Comfort
With 51% or more of a building’s energy consumption
originating from the HVAC system requirements, it is
no wonder that advanced building automation
systems are becoming the norm. Increased energy
costs highlight the need for the HVAC system to run at
the Optimum Performance Level. BuildingLogiX is
proud to be the brand of choice—providing unprecedented control of your building’s HVAC system with
user-friendly web-based applications—delivering the
future of building automation.

Effectively Managing a HVAC System via the
BuildingLogiX brand:
Ability to Anticipate changes in building loads
through comprehensive software applications

An Intuitively Smart HVAC System
In recent years, advanced applications have become
the industry standard in just about every part of our
daily lives. Yet the HVAC industry has been traditionally
slow in accepting change from the traditional complexity of proprietary systems. Without a doubt, this is
directly due to the high sophistication that HVAC
systems can quickly morph into when meeting the
dynamic needs of a facility. Armed with experience and
precise understanding of how powerful HVAC systems
can become, Building LogiX delivers premier intuitive
web-based applications.

Phone: 1-888-425-6449

Accurately anticipating load changes through
strategic scheduling helps eliminate wasteful
spending and unwanted surprises in expenses
Controlling the entire BAS system through precise
adjustments at the Component-level
Due to many different protocols, most BAS
systems are limited on what specific devices can
be controlled. Since BuildingLogiX applications
were developed with many protocols in mind,
the entire BAS System is much more dynamic.

http://www.buildinglogix.net
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Risk & Consequences from Poor Performance

Simply Logical: BuildingLogiX

When a HVAC system performs poorly in a
building, a significant loss of building
efficiency is the result. Indoor air quality can
suffer and lead to deterioration of occupant
health. Also an overworked system lowers
the life expectancy of the system and
dramatically increasing repair costs!

Understanding a building intuitively requires extracting
the available data into simple and useful information that
can determine what actions to take to improve efficiency
and productivity for any type of building.

About BuildingLogiX
The BuildingLogiX system of products have
been enhanced with web technology to
provide innovative solutions to take your
organization to the next level. BuildingLogiX
connects a building’s costly requirements of
HVAC, lighting, energy management, security
etc., along with the desired increases in comfort, customer perception, and productivity
into one system that increases the power and
effectiveness of allocating financial recources
To learn more on how the BuildingLogiX suite
of products can benefit you please call
1-888-425-6449 or contact your local
Building LogiX partner today!

Phone: 1-888-425-6449

BuildingLogiX has developed a system of applications
that help increase building efficiency through smart
applications. Now a building manager has the user
friendly tools to proactively and decisively adjust the
building’s controls for enhanced performance. These
complex adjustments were once accepted as desirable
yet unrealistic, and now help maximize the ROI of your
BuildingLogiX BAS/HVAC system!

http://www.buildinglogix.net

